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I. INTRODUCTION

1.1 PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION OF CAME
Atari's Night Driver is a one-player driving

game. The game is packaged in its own distinctively

styled upright cabinet that rests directly on thefloor. A
23-inch TV monitor is mounted in the top front of the

cabinet, with the monitor viewing screen slightly

tilted back from vertical. {Figures 7-1 and 7-2 in

Section VII and drawing number A006264-01, in

Section IX of this manual, provide external and
sectional views of the game cabinet.) The TV monitor
is covered with a Plexiglas panel.

Player-operated controls are mounted directly

below the TV monitor viewing screen on the front of

the game cabinet. The controls consist of a steering

wheel, a four-speed gear shifter, an accelerator foot

pedal, a three-position rocker switch, and a pushbut-
ton. The rocker switch is labeled NOVICE TRACK,
PRO TRACK, and EXPERT TRACK. The pushbutton
switch is labeled START. Two speakers mounted at the

front of the game cabinet provide game sound.

Two identical coin mechanisms are mounted on
the lower front center of the game cabinet, below the

steering and shifting controls. Either of these two
mechanisms can initiate play. The cash box is located

behind a locked access door to the coin mechanisms.

1.2 SUMMARY OF GAME PLAY
The player's objective is to keep the car within

the pylon boundaries of the track and to go as fast as

possible.

After the proper coins have been inserted in the

coin mechanism, the choice of which track to be
played should be made. The difficulty factor of the

tracks is determined by the track select rocker switch.

In other words, the PRO TRACK is more difficult than

the NOVICE TRACK, and the EXPERT TRACK is more
difficult than the PRO TRACK.

Once the determination of the desired track is

made, a player must press the start pushbutton. This

begins the game play and the game time begins

counting down from 100.

Now with the left hand on the steering wheel, the

right hand on the four-speed gear shifter, the right

foot on the accelerator foot pedal, and the sound of

an idling motor, the player may begin to "drive" the

car along the racetrack.

Acceleration is as in a real car. Start out in

anything but first gear and the car accelerates slowly.

Start out in first gear and the car accelerates nicely.

Once the car is moving, shifting into progressively

higher gears increases the speed of the car. If the car

goes into a turn too rapidly, there will be the sound of

the car skidding from the game cabinet speakers, if

the car "drives" into a track boundary, a crash sound
will be heard from the game cabinet speaker and the

TV monitor viewing screen will flash.

The outstanding featureof Night Driver is that it is

a game of skill. The player must skillfully manipulate
his car along the track in a race against time.



II. SPECIFICATIONS

2.1 GENERAL

Cabinet Dimensions: Height 73 inches, Width ISVa

inches, Depth 32 inches.

TV Monitor:

Coin Mechanisms:

Cash Box

Power Cord:

On/Off Switch:

Self-Test Switch:

Lighting:

Black and white 23-inch screen,

video input.

Two identical mechanisms,

accept only quarters.

Removable; located behind
locked access door to coin

mechanisms.

Approximately 6 feet long,

extends from rear of game
cabinet and has grounded
three-prong plug for conven-
tional grounded wall outlets.

Hidden above the Accelerator

Foot Pedal for owner/operator

access.

Located at the inside front of

game cabinet to the immediate
left of coin box.

One 18-inch fluorescent tube

for cabinet lighting. One 9-inch

black light for bezel lighting.

2.2 ELECTRICAL

Power Requirements:Uses conventional grounded
wall outlet providing 110 volts

AC, 60 Hz, single phase, rated at

about 200 watts.

Fusing: All fuses accessible from Rear

Access Door of the game
cabinet; TV monitor has two

3AG 1-amp slow blow, 250 volt

fuses and remainder of game is

protected by two 3AG 3-amp
quick blow, 250 volt fuses, both

Power Interrupt

Switches:

mounted side-by-side on the

Electronics Tray Assembly.

These are safety interlock

switches located inside the

game cabinet Rear Access Door.

They cause the removal of AC
power to the game when the

access door is opened.

2.3 ENVIRONMENTAL

Operating and From 32 degrees Fahrenheit to

Storage 120 degrees Fahrenheit (am-
Temperature Range: bient temperature).

Relative Humidity: Maximum of 80'/i^) without con-

densation.

2.4 OWNER/OPERATOR OPTIONS FOR
STRUCTURING OF GAME PLAY

Cost: • 25(1: per player

• 25c per two players

• 50c per player

Game Length: • 50 seconds
• 75 seconds

• 100 seconds

• 125 seconds

Extended Play: See paragraph 3.4.2 in Section

III.

2.5 ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE ON
SEPARATE ORDER

Video Probe:

Computer Test

Fixture:

Computer Test

Fixture Night

Driver Adaptor:

Order from Atari

Order from Atari, catalog no.

CTF-1

Order from Atari, Program
Plugs and Test PROMs



III. DESCRIPTION

3.1 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION OF
GAME

The block diagram in Figure 3-1 illustrates the

major functional parts of the Night Driver Game. Note
that the game printed circuit board {hereafter re-

ferrecJ to as PCB) sends composite video signal to the

TV monitor and a separate audio signal to the game
cabinet speaker.

3.2 GENERAL INFORMATION
General information about the game in the

following subparagraphs provides a background for

the Installation Instructions in Section V of this

manual, and the description of Game Sequence in

[paragraph 3.3 of this section.

3.2.1 Energizing the Came:
The game is energized by inserting the AC power

plug into an active wall outlet that provides the

specified AC power as listed in Section 11,

Specifications, of this manual. The Power On/Off
switc h, hicJcJen abc^ve the accelerator foot pedal must
be set to the "on" position.

3.2.2 TV Monitor:

The game's TV monitor is a self-contained

transistorized television monitor with composite
vicJeo input. Because the composite video signal sent

to the monitor by the control circuitry differs in many
respects from the signal derived from commercial TV
broacicasts. the picture appearing on the screen is

unlike that of a home TV set and the monitor does not

produce any sound.

3.2.3 TV Monitor Picture:

The game's TV monitor picture produces only

two levels of video (white and black), instead of more
or less continuous shades of gray seen on a home TV
screen.

3.3 GAME SEQUENCE

3.3.1 Operating Modes:
During normal use, Night Driver can be describ-

ed as operating in one of two modes—attract and play.

Connecting the power cord to the proper AC source

energizes the game and the game will be in the attract

mode. The game remains in the attract mode until the

proper number of coins have been inserted and the

coins clear the coin mechanism and the start

pushbutton has been pressed. Pressing the start

pushbutton initiates game play and the game timer

begins counting down from 100 by one-digit in-

crements. When the timer reaches zero, the game
goes into the attract mode (see Owner/Operator
Options, paragraph 3.4 of this section).

3.3.2 Attract Mode:
Figure 3-2 illustrates the TV monitor display

during the attract mode. During the attract mode the
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/ YOUR SCORE 000
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Figure 3-2 Attract Mode TV Monitor Display

TV monitor will display the highest score and speed
obtained by a player since the last power-up of the

game. The words "GAME OVER" will flash on and off.

The roadway pylons will move as if the car is moving
along the road.

3.3.3 Play Mode:
Figure 3-3 illustrates the TV monitor display

during the play mode. During this mode the TV
monitor will display a roadway that advances when
the accelerator foot pedal is stepped on. Shifting the

gear shifter through the gears increases the advancing
speed of the roadway pylons. If the car comes into

contact with one of the pylons, the roadway pylons

will stop advancing, the TV monitor display will flash,

and a crash sound will come from the game speakers.

If the car "drives" off the roadway, the following

message will be displayed on the TV monitor:
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Figure 3-1 Functional Block Diagram of Night Driver Game
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Figure 3-3 Play Mode TV Monitor Display

OFF THE ROAD
WAIT FOR THE TOW TRUCK

After approximately three seconds, the message will

disappear and the roadway pylons will reset so that

the car is again between the roadway pylons.

positions. This switch, located at coordinates L10 on
the PCB (see Figure 3-4), may be adjusted for the

desired price/time structuring as indicated in Table 3-

1. The Switch Position column indicates the alpha-

numeric that is printed on the switch itself, as well as

the first character immediately following the word
OPTIONS in the TV monitor display during self-test

(see Figure 5-1}. The Seconds column indicates the

total play length (not including bonus, as adjusted

according to paragraph 3.3.2). The Play Price column
indicates the Price to play the game.

4 3.4.2 Bonus/Track Difficulty Options:

Mounted on the Night Driver PCB isa four toggle

DIP(dual in-line package) switch. This switch (see

Figure 3-4), located at coordinates M10 on the PCB,
may be adjusted for no bonus time, bonus time, or

"hard-to-get" bonus time. Also this switch may be ad-

justed to change the tracks, thusdecreasing the"play-

er familiarity"factor.Theseoptionsareall listed in Table
3-2. The Switch Position column indicates the toggle

position of switch M10 on the Night Driver PCB. The
Self-Test Display column indicates the four characters

grouped together after the word OPTIONS in the TV
monitor display during self-test (see Figure 5-1). The
Option column indicates the option provided when
that switch is in the ON position.

Table 3-1 Price/Time Per G ame Options Settings

SWITCH SECONDS PLAY
POSITION PRICE

50 2 plays/coin

1 50 1 play/coin

2 50 1 play/coin

3 50 1 play/2 coins

4 75 2 plays/coin

5 75 1 play/coin

6 75 1 play/coin

7 75 1 play/2 coins

8 100 2 plays/coin

9 100 1 play/coin

A 100 1 play/coin

B 100 1 play/2 coins

C 125 2 plays/coin

D 125 1 play/coin

E 125 1 play/coin

F 125 1 play/2 coins

3.4 OWNER/OPERATOR OPTIONS

3.4.1 Price/Time Per Game Options:

Mounted on the Night Driver PCB is a hex-

adecimal switch that has fifteen different switch

3.4.3 Volume Control:

Control for the volume of all game audio is

located on the Night Driver PCB. This is a small

potentiometer (Rill) located on the component side

of the PCB, as illustrated in Figure 3-4.

Table 3-2 Bonus Time/Track Familiarity

Options Settings

SWITCH SELF-TEST

POSITION DISPLAY OPTION

1 2 3 4

OFF OFF OFF OFF 0000 No option selected.

ON OFF OFF OFF 1000 Toggle 1 provides

bonus time (equal to

game time) awarded
for score of 350.

ON OFF OFF ON 1001 Toggle 4 ON when
Toggle 1 is ON makes
bonus time score of

350 more difficult to

achieve.

ON ON OFF ON 1101 Toggle 2 reverses the

turns of all three

tracks.

ON ON ON ON 1111 Toggle 3 has no func-

tion and is not con-

nected in the circuit.
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IV. THEORY OF OPERATION

4.1 GENERAL COMMENTS
This section provides a technical description of

the Night Driver PCB that issupplemental to thesigna!

description in Section Vlll, Troubleshooting. Section

IX contains schematic diagrams, assembly drawings,

and parts lists referred to in the following sub-

paragraphs of this section. Figure 4-1 is a block

(Jiagram of the Night Driver PCB.

On the Night Driver PCB schematic diagram,

drawing number 006231, the symbol P (appearing at

various inputs of the integrated circuits) indicates a

connection to +5 VDC through one of the IK ohm
resistors R7, R48, R52, R112.

For easy reference, the Night Driver PCB is

(Jividecj into 126 sections. These sections are identified

bv letters A through R {skipping letters G, I, 0,andQ,
because they may easily be confused with numbers 6,

1 . and 0) for the short side of the PCB and numbers 1

through 9 for the long side of the PCB. For example,

sheet 3 of schematic 006321 illustrates a random-
access memory (RAM) FH6 at the upper left of the

drawing. The component hardware of RAM F16wili be
found at coordinates FH and 6 on the PCB.

4.2 COMPONENTS OF THE MICROCOM-
PUTER SYSTEM

The microcomputer system carries out com-
plex tasks of the game by performing a large number
of simple tasks. Control of the system is the primary

function of the Microprocessor. The Microprocessor

causes the system to perform the desired operations

by addressing the Program PROMs (programmable
read-only memories) for an instruction, reading that

instruction, then executing the simple task dictated

by that instruction. Temporary storage of data

necessary for the execution of a future instruction,

such as arithmetic operation, takes place in the Page

Zero memory.

4.2.1 Program PROMs (bottom of schematic sheet

3):

The Program PROMs consist of read-only

memories (ROMs), permanently programmed by

Atari to execijfe the Night Driver game. This memory
has the capability of outputting eight bits of data for

each of 2,048 combinations of ones and zeros on the

ten address inputs. In computer terminology, this is

stated as a memory size of 2K x 8.

The Night Driver game contains one of two

combinations of ROM chips to make up the Program

PROMs, depending on when the individual Night

Driver PCB was manufactured. For the early produc-

tion models, Program PROMs consist of eight chips (as

illustrated to the left of the word PROGRAM PROMS
on the schematic diagram). Later production models

consist of two chips (as illustrated to the right of the

word PROGRAM PROMS on the schematicdiagram).

The eight Program PROM chips are completely

interchangeable with the two Program PROM chips,

but need not be retrofit.

Since data in the Program PROMs is a permanent
physical configuration of the PROM chips, the data is

not lost when power is disconnected from the game
or when the chip is removed from its socket. Sincethe

Program PROMs consist of read-only memories, the

result of an address input can only be the ''reading" of

data stored in the manufacturing process. It is not

possible to "write" in more data. (The term PROM
stands for programmable read-only memory. To Atari,

this means that the chip is a programmable ROM. To
you, this chip is only a ROM.)

4.2.2 Page Zero Memory (right side of schematic

sheet 3):

Page Zero memory consists of two random-access

memories (RAMs). Data may be stored in Page Zero

memory (called "writing" Page Zero), then later

recalled (called "reading" Page Zero). Memory size of

Page Zero is 512 x 8.

In order to read Page Zero, R/W (pins 16) input of

the chips must be a high logic level and OD (pins 9)

input must be a low logic level. To write Page Zero,

R/W input must be a low logic level and OD input

must be a high logic level.

As previously mentioned, data stored in Page

Zero memory is for the purpose of performing

operations on data as instructed by the Program
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Figure 4-1 Block Diagram of the Night Driver PCB

PROMs. Since Page Zero is a temporary storage area,

removing power from the chips will ''erase" all stored

data.

4.2.3 Microprocessor (left top of schematic sheet

2):

As mentioned earlier, the controller of the

Microcomputer is the Microprocessor. From the

Microprocessor, a sixteen-bit address bus addresses

the Program PROMs, Page Zero, and Enable. An
eight-bit bi-directional data bus serves as a path for

transferring data from the Program PROMs, to and
from Page Zero, and to the Roadway RAMs.

4.2.4 Tri-State Devices:

Tri-state devices, such as Ml of schematic sheet 2,

are capable of having normallogicoutputof onesand
zeros when disable {pin 1) is at a low logic level. When
disable is at a high logic level, the output becomes a

high impedence. In other words, when disable is at a

high logic level, it is equivalent to completely

removing device M8 from the circuit. ROMs and
RAMs are also tri-state devices. Each ROM or RAM
must be enabled by a certain logic level at its chip-

enable input before the device is capableof inputting

or outputting data. In the caseof the PageZero RAMs,
this chip-enable input is identified as OD.

4.3 MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEM
The primary function of the Night Driver

Microcomputer is to instruct the game circuitry for

the proper TV monitor display and audio outputs for

corresponding manual inputs.

4.3.1 Program PROMs Enable:

With initial power applied to the Night Driver
PCB, the Microprocessor addresses the Program
PROMs for an instruction by placing a sixteen-bit

code at outputs ABO through AB15. Enable H2 receives

three address lines (AB10, AB11, and AB12) as an
instruction of which part of the Program PROMs to

access. Outputs of one-of-ten decoder H6 enable

10



only the individual ROMs of the Program PROMs
required for the desireci instruction.

4.3.2 Page Zero Enable:

Now, with Enable addressed for the enabling of

th(^ (iesired Progratn PROMs, and the Program

PROMs addressed for a cfata instruction, the

Mic roproc f^ssor r(H eives An eight-bit data instruction

from the Program PROMs on the data bus. If this data

instructiotT includes the storage of information, the

Mit roprocessor addresses Enable one-of-ten decoder

}1 (address lines BA9. BATO, and BA11) to enable Page

Zero, ancj it writes ciata into Page Zero. The procedure

of writing irito Page Zero is enabled by two signals;

output disal:)le OD (pin 9) must be a high logic level

and iiMd/write R/W (pin 16) must be a low logic level.

With this condition, tiata from the Microprocessor on

the data bus is stored into a Page Zero location

(i(^t(M fnintnl by Page Zero address inputs BAO through

BA7.

<V2

^2

1
E4 pin 6

--0.44 /jsec—»-*-0.46 ^sec-*-

J E4 pin 8

Figure 4-2 ^12 and <I>2 Signals

4.3.3 Phase 2:

Phase 2 (BO 2) is an output of the Microprocessor

dnd is derivecl from the 1MHz input signal from

divide-by-twelve M3. Phase 2 is the master timing

signal of the microcomputer system. The signal, as

illustrated in Figure 4-2, is positive when the

Microproc essor addresses the Program PROMs for a

ciata instruction.

The Microprocessor addresses Page Zero and

writes or reads data when the inversion of phase 2. or

phase 2 not (B(l>2), is positive.

4.3.4 Playfield and Roadway Address:

Both the Playfield and Roadway are addressed by

the four least significant bits of the address bus from

the Microprc^cessor. However, in order to write data

into the Playfield or Roadway RAMs, the latter must

receive their t^nabling signals from Enable J2. Since

phase 2 is not an input to Enable J2 (actually C4 pin 5);

c]ata is c:)nly written into the Playfield and Roadway
RAMs when phase 2 not is a low logic level.

4.4 MICROCOMPUTER WATCHDOG
WatchcJog is an external monitoring system

that resets the Program execution back to its initial

instructions, if the program execution deviates from

its intended sec^uence. This is accomplished by a

watchcfog statement (address cocie), incorporated in

Program Memory (Program PROMs), that results in a

WATCH-DOG pulse at the clear inputs of flip-flops L7.

This cle ars the count of vertical blanking pulses (V

BLANK) and must be accomplished before the flip-

flops reach the count of three vertical blanking pulses.

11



V. INSTALLATION INSTRUGTIONS

5.1 UNPACKING INSTRUCTIONS

5.1.1 Examination for Shipping Damage:
Before shipment from the factory, components

and sub-assemblies of each game are carefully

checked for proper operation. However, during

shipment some adjustments may have changed or

parts may have been damaged. Upon initial removal
of the game from the shipping container, first

examine the exterior of the cabinet. Then open the

rear access panel (refer to Section VII, Disassembly

and Assembly) and examine the interior of the

cabinet, Any shipping damage, such as a dented,

cracked or broken cabinet, sub-assemblies broken,
loose, etc.. should be reported immediately to the

shipper and to Atari, Inc.

5.1.2 Mechanical Inspection:

After cJetermination that the game has been
receivecJ in good condition, carefully inspect the

interior parts and verify the following:

(a) All plug-in connectors are firmly seated.

(b) The fuses are all seated in their holders.

(c) No loose foreign objects are present (espe-

cially metal objects that could cause electrical

short circuits).

(d) No harness wires have become disconnected

or pulled loose.

Be sure all major assemblies have been checked;
game PCB, the transformer and other componentson
the electronics tray assembly, the two coin mecha-
nisms, the speakers, player controls, and TV monitor
chassis.

Do not go on to the remaining paragraphs in this

section until the above mechanical inspection has

been thoroughly performed.

5.2 VERIFYING OPERATION OF
INTERLOCK SWITCHES:

Interlock switches are located inside the rear

access door and are there to prevent accidental shock
of anyone who has reason to stick a hand inside the

game cabinet. The function of these switches is to

remove all power that goes into the game when the

rear access door is open. These switches are mechani-
cally aligned by Atari, but it is important that they are

checked to insure the proper operation after ship-

ping.

After the completion of subparagraph 5.1.2, plug

the AC Power Cord into the appropriate AC Power
Source (refer to Section II, Specifications). Set the

"Power On/Off" switch, hidden above the accelera-

tor foot pedal, to the "on" position. Within approxi-

mately thirty seconds, there should be a raster display

on the TV monitor. Verify operation of interlock

switches as follows:

(a) Unlock and completely remove rear access

door. This will cause the picture of the TV
monitor screen to disappear.

(b) Press switch plunger for one of the interlock

switches and hold for at least ten seconds. If

TV monitor picture comes on, replace the

other interlock switch.

(c) Repeat step (b) with the other interlock

switch.

(d) Check that both interlock switches are

aligned in a manner that when the rear

acccess door is opened, the interlock switches

will disengage.

Do not go on to the remaining subparagraphs in

this section until the operation of the interlock

switches has satisfactorily verified.

5.3 OPERATION OF SELF-TEST FEATURE

5.3.1 Activating the Self-Test Feature:

Before activating the Self-Test feature, set the

track select switch to the PRO TRACK position and set

the gear shifter to the 4th gear position. Now activate

the Self-Test feature by unlocking and opening the

coin mechanism door, then setting the Self-Test

switch located immediately inside and to the left of

the coin mechanism door to the "on" position.

13
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Figure 5-1 Self-Test TV Monitor Display

5.3.2 Visual Check:

The TV monitor viewing screen's display shall be
as illustrated in Figure 5-1. The major items of the

display to be checked are as follows:

(a) Alphanumerics: Check to make sure that all

alphanumerics are displayed in the correct order and
each character is complete. Any problems that exist

indicate a problem associated with the playfield

generator. To troubleshoot, refer to paragraph 5.4 in

this section.

(h) Options: At this time, ignore the OPTION
line of the TV monitor display. This will be discussed in

subparagraph 5.3.4.

(c) ROM Check: The ROM line should indicate a

statement "ROM OK". If not the statement will

indicate ROM 1 through 7. This number represents

the ROM or combination of ROMs that have failed

this test. To troubleshoot, referto paragraph 5.4 in this

section.

(d) Roadway Check: The bottom of the TV
monitor viewing screen shall display two sets of white
boxes that diminish in size from the bottom up and

have seven boxes in each group. If these boxes are in

anyway different than as illustrated in Figure 5-1, refer

to paragraph 5.4 in this section.

(e) Steering Check: Turn the steering wheel to

the right. The roadway pylon boxes should move to

the right. Turn the steering wheel to the left. The
roadway pylon boxes should move to the left.

(f) Start Light Check: The start pushbutton
should be lighted. If not, refer to paragraph 5.4 in this

section.

5.3.3 Audio Check:
Perform the following check steps. If there is a

failure, refer to paragraph 5.4 in this section. The
following checks should cause an audio screech

sound from the game speakers:

(a) Set track select switch to NOVICE TRACK
position.

(b) Set track select switch to EXPERT TRACK
position.

(c) Press the start pushbutton.
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(d) Set gear shifter to Ist-gear position.

(e) Set gear shifter to 2nci-gear position.

(f) Set gear shifter to 3rd-gear position.

(g) Step on the accelerator foot pedal.

(h) Trip the right coin acceptor.

(i) Trip the left coin acceptor.

The following checks should cause no audio

screech sound from the game speakers:

(j) Set track select switch to PRO TRACK posi-

tion.

(k) Set gear shifter to 4th-gear position.

5.3.4 Adjusting the Options:

The option line of the TV monitor display

indicates the optional game structuring for which the

game has been set. These options are adjustable by

the owner/operator. For instructions for setting these

options, refer to paragraph 3.4 of Section III,

Description of Operation.

5.3.5 Game Play Operation Test:

Set the Self-Test switch to the "oft'' position.

Check the operation of the coin mechanisms by

inserting old and new coins into the coin slot. Once
you determine that the coin mechanisms are OK,
initiate game play by pressing the start button. Check
that the car motor sound increases while shifting

through the gears with the accelerator foot pedal

depressed. Then check that there is a crash sound and
that the TV monitor display flashes when a roadway
pylon makes contact with the car. The game is now
ready to earn money.

5.4 TROUBLESHOOTING SELF-TEST
FAILURES
5.4.1 Visual Check Failures:

The following subparagraphs (a) through (f) refer

to the identical subparagraphs (a) through (f) of

paragraph 5.3.2, Visual Check. For example, if there is

a failure in the alphanumerics line on the TV monitor

display as described in step (a) of subparagraph 5.3.2,

troubleshoot by following the hints and instructions

in step (a) of this subparagraph. If there is no TV

monitor display, check to make sure that the game is

plugged into an active AC source, the game is turned

on (hidden ON/OFF switch), check all connectors,

check all fuses, and check interlock switches. If these

are all OK, troubleshoot TV monitor {substitution is

best way), then troubleshoot Night Driver PCB
(substitution is best way).

(j) AiphcUiunierics: Replace Night Driver PCB
(refer to Section VII). If all of the TV monitor display is

garbled, this indicates a problem with the data and/or

address lines in the Night Driver PCB. Check that lines

are not shorted together or to ground. If TV display is

garbled except for boxes at the bottom of the display,

there is a malfunction in the Playfield signals. Check

these signals using Table 8-1 in Section VIII of this

manual as a guide for Circuit familiarization and

troubleshooting. Suspect input/output signals of

RAM M2 or ROM P2. If alphanumerics line is

completely missing, suspect NAND gate J5 or shift

register P3 input/output signals.

(b) This step was skipped.

(c) ROM Check: Replace Night Driver PCB (refer

to Section VM). If ROM line of the TV monitor display

indicates a number instead of OK, then refer to Table

5-1. Find the number that matches the number

Table 5-1 ROM Failures

FAILURE NUMBER FAILING ROM{s)

1 D1, J1

2 El, K1

3 D1, El, J1, K1

4 F1, LI

5 D1, F1, J1. LI

6 El. F1, J1, LI

7 CI, Dl, E1, Fl

HI, J1, K1, LI

displayed after the word ROM on the TV monitor

display in the FAILURE NUMBER column of Table 5-1.

Match that number with the FAILING ROM(s)
column. Troubleshootthe ROM circuit(s) indicated in

Table 5-1 using Table 8-1 of Section VIII of this manual
as a guide for troubleshooting.

(d) Roadway Check: Replace Night Driver PCB
(Referto Section VII). If theRoadway display is missing

or garbled, there is a malfunction in the Roadway
circuits. Check these signals usingTable8-1 of Section

VII 1 of this manual as aguidefor circuit familiarization

and troubleshooting. If Roadway display is missing,

suspect shift register M5 input/output signals, vertical

line comparator E7, F7, N7, P7 (pin 8 output), and P8

(pin 6 output), or match latch N3. If garbled, suspect
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Roadway RAMs E6, H4, H6, \4, J6, K4, L4, L6, M6, and
P6.

(e) Steering Check: If Roadway pylon boxes
move in one direction but do not move in the other

direction, replace Night Driver PCB. There is a

malfunction in the Input Port circuits. Check these

signals using Table 8-1 of Section VIII of this manual as

a guide for circuit familiarization and troubleshoot-

ing. Suspect flip-flop E8 (pin 9 output), multiplexer K9
inputs and outputs, or tri-state device M8 inputs and
outputs. If Roadway pylons do not move at all, check
continuity of harness wires between Steering PCB and
Night Driver PCB. If continuity is OK, check for a

voltage that switches between +2VDC and +5 VDC
on pins 4 and 8 of the Steering PCB (referenced

to ground) as the steering wheel is very slowly turned.

If this voltage is as specified, replace the Night Driver

PCB. Suspect flip-flop E8 inputs and outputs, multi-

plexer K9inputsand outputs, or tri-state M8. If voltage

is not as specified, replace Steering PCB.

(f) Start Light: If start light is not lighted, check for

+5 VDC on red wire to Start Switch. If voltage is not

present, check continuity of harness wire between
switch and NiL^ht Driver PCB. If continuity isOK, short

black/red wire to Start Switch to ground through a

T50-ohm resistor. If still unlighted, replace switch. If

lighted, replace Night Driver PCB, Suspect Output
Port E5 inputs and outputs or Schmitttriggerj8 (pin 10)

output.

5.4.2 Audio Check Failures:

The following subparagraphs (a) through (k) refer to

identical subparagraphs (a) through (k) of subpara-
graph 5.3.3, Audio Check. For example, if there is a

failure in step (a) of subparagraph 5.3.3, troubleshoot
by following the hints and instructions in step (a) of

this subparagraph. If there is no audio sound present
in any of the steps in subparagraph 5.3.3, check
continuity of white/black wire from gear shifter

switches to ground. If continuity is OK, check
operation of speakers by substitution. If speakers are
OK, replace Night Driver PCB. Suspect Input Port F9

inputs and outputs or tri-state M8.

(a) If no sound, check voltage on red/white wire
to the track select switch. If voltage is +5 VDC,
replace track select switch. If voltage is VDC,
replace Night Driver PCB. Suspect Input Port

F9 input.

(b) If no sound, check voltage on white/red wire
to the track select switch. If voltage is +5 VDC,
replace track select switch. If voltage is VDC,

replace Night Driver PCB. Suspect Input Port

F9 input.

(c) There should be no audio.

(d) If no sound, check voltage on gray wire to the

Start pushbutton. If voltage is +5 VDC, replace
Start pushbutton, if voltage is VDC, replace

Night Driver PCB. Suspect Input Port F9 input.

(e) If no sound, check voltage on blue/white
wire to first gear switch. If voltage is +5 VDC,
replace switch. If voltage is VDC, replace

Night Driver PCB. Suspect Input Port F9 input.

(f) If no sound, check voltage on yellow/white
wire to 2nd-gear switch. If voltage is +5 VDC,
replace switch. If voltage is VDC and
continuity between switch and Night Driver
PCB is OK, replace Night Driver PCB. Suspect
Input Port F9.

(g) If no sound, check voltage on orange/white
wire to 3rd-gear switch. If voltage is +5 VDC,
replace switch. If voltage is VDC and
continuity between switch and Night Driver

PCB is OK, replace Night Driver PCB. Suspect

Input Port F9.

(h) There should be no audio.

(i) If no sound, check voltage on blue wire to

accelerator foot pedal. If voltage is +5 VDC,
replace switch. If voltage is VDC and
continuity between switch and Night Driver

PCB is OK, replace Night Driver PCB. Suspect
Input Port F9.

(j) If no sound, check voltage on orange wire to

coin acceptor switch. If voltage is +5 VDC,
replace switch. If voltage is VDC and
continuity between switch and Night Driver

PCB is OK, replace Night Driver PCB. Suspect

Input Port Schmitt trigger E9 (pin 12) output or

input of multiplexer F9.

(k) If no sound, check voltage on yellow wire to

coin selector switch. If voltage is +5 VDC,
replace switch. If voltage is VDC and
continuity between switch and Night Driver

PCB is OK, replace Night Driver PCB. Suspect
Input Port Schmitt trigger E9 (pin 2) output or^

input of multiplexer F9.
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VI. MAINTENANCE AND ADJUSTMENTS

6.1 ROUTINE MAINTENANCE
Due to its solid-state electronic circuitry, this

Atari game should require very little maintenanceand
only occasional adjustment.

Game cabinets and glass may be cleaned with any
non-abrasive household cleaner. If desired, special

coin machine cleaners which leave no residue can be
obtained from distributors.

6.2 ADJUSTMENTS ON TV MONITOR
The TV monitor need be adjusted on!y when

the picture is distorted, or if the contrast or brightness

s(H.Mn out of adjustment.

NOTE

The TV monitor is accessible only from

inside the game cabinet -and these ad-

justments have to be done while the game
is energized. Therefore only persons

familiar with safety measures and repair

procedures on electrical equipment
should perform them.

The monitor's adjustments function like those of

a conventional commercial television set, except that

the volume adjustment has no effect. Instead the

game produces its sound in a speaker separate from
the TV monitor. Figure 6-1 shows the location of the

adjustments on the rear of the chassis. When making
the adjustments follow these general guidelines:

FUSES CONT BRITE VERT HORIZ VOL
HOLD HOLD

Figure.6-1 Location of Adjustments on TV Chassis
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BRITE (Bnghtness)-Perform this adjustment before picure is slightly off-center horizontally if

the contrast. Ad|ust so that the white lines ,he images appear warped, or if the picture is
covermg the screen just barely disappear, broken up into a series of diagonal lines

rnNT Z
brightness is turned up. Adjust for a stable, centered picture.

(Contrast)-Ad,usl so that the images are as VERT HOLD (Vertical Hold)-This needs adiustmenl
bngh, as possible agairtst the dark only if the picture appears to be rolling up or

HOP, 7 Mom T \ ^"'"f^'"''"^-
down the screen. Adjust for a stable, centered

HORiZ HOLD (Horizontal Hold}—Adjust if the picture.
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VII. DISASSEMBLY AND ASSEMBLY

7.1 GENERAL INFORMATION
The following procedures are supplemented

by exploded diagrams 7-1 for the front of the game
cabinet and 7-2 for the rear of the game cabinet. All

capitalized component terms directly refer to the
parts list and drawing A006264-01 located in Section IX

of this manual.

When working inside the Rear Door Assembly,
always check to make sure that the two interlock

switches are not in the defeat position or stuck in the
"on" position.

7.2 REMOVING AND INSTALLING THE
NIGHT DRIVER PCB

(a) Remove three #8xiy4-inch Flat Head Phillips

Screws from each side of the Rear Door
Assembly.

(b) Unlock and remove Rear Door Assembly.

(c) Locate R.F. Shield Box Assembly immediate-
ly inside the rear access and mounted on the

right side panel. It is an aluminum box with

many small holes. On the closest end of the

box is the R.F. Board Assembly.

(d) Unplug the edge connector from the R.F.

Board Assembly.

(e) Remove five #6xy2-inch Small Pan hiead

Phillips Screws from each of the long sides

(total of ten) of the R.F. Board Assembly.

(f) Carefully remove the R.F. Board Assembly
while pulling the Night Driver PCB out of the

R.F. Box Assembly.

(g) To install the Night Driver PCB, follow

preceding steps (a) through (f) in the reverse

order. Do not force or bend the printed
circuit boards. Before installing them into the

R.F. Shield Box Assen)bly, always inspect the

two printed circuit boards for physical

damage.

73 REMOVING AND INSTALLING THE TV
MONITOR

(a) Remove three #8xiy4-inch Flat Head Phillips

Screws from each side of the Rear Door
Assembly.

(b) Unlock and remove Rear Door Assembly.

(c) Unplug the 12-pin Molex connector from the

chassis of the TV monitor.

(d) With a ya-inch wrench, remove two #10-24

Machine Hexagonal Nuts, two #10 Split-Lock

Washers, and two #10 Flat Washers from
underneath the bottom rear sides of the

wood TV Shelf Assembly.

(e) Remove two #10-24x1.25-inch Carriage Bolts

from the top rear of the wood TV Shelf

Assembly.

(f) With a ys-inch wrench, remove four y4-20

Machine Hexagonal Nuts, four y4-inch Split

Lock Washers, and four y4-inch flat washers
from the rearmost outer edges of the Dash-

board Assembly.

(g) From the front of the game cabinet, being
careful not to pull on the harness wires, lift the

the Dashboard Assembly away from the game
cabinet.

(h) Push upwards and pull out the Main Display

Plexiglas.

(i) Remove the 23" Monitor Bezel.

(j) Slowly and carefully, slide the TV Shelf

Assembly forward and out of the game
cabinet.

(k) To install the TV Shelf Assembly, follow

preceding steps (a) through (j) in the reverse

order. If installing a new TV Shelf Assembly,
remove the race car from the screen of the old

TV monitor. Attach the race car to the center

of the TV monitor screen with the bottom of
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17 LIGHT BOX PANEL PLEXIGLAS
? FLUORESCENT TUBE

2 DASH BOARD ASSEMBLY

Figure 7-1 Exploded View, Front of Game Cabinet
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3T.V. SHELF ASSEMBLY

7 R.F. SHIELD BOX ASSEMBLY

11 REAR DOOR ASSEMBLY--^
4 ELECTRONIC TRAY ASSEMBLY

Figure 7-2 Exploded View, Rear of Came Cabinet
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the rtice car ' >inch above the bottom of the

screen. Use a water-soluble g!ue or adhesive

tape.

7.4 REPLACING THE STEERING BOARD
PCB

(a) Remove three #8x1V4-inch Flat Head Phillips

Screws from each side of the Rear Door
Assembly.

(b) Unlock and remove Rear Door Assembly.

(c) Unplug the 10-pin Molex connector from the

Steering Board PCB.

(d) With a 7/16-inch wrench, remove self-locking

hexagonal nut and V4-inch internal tooth

starlock washer from the steering wheel axis

screw, while a helper holds the steering wheel
at the front of the game cabinet.

(e) Remove black plastic edge-toothed wheel.

(f) Remove Steering Board PCB by removing two
#2-56xV2-inch Pan Head Phillips Screws.

(g) To install the Steering Board PCB, follow

preceding steps (a) through (f) in the reverse

order. Before installing the Steering Board
PCB, make sure there is a sufficient amount of

silicone lubricant on the inner hole of the

black plastic edge-toothed wheel.

7.5 REPLACING FLUORESCENT TUBE
(a) With aVa-inch hex wrench, removethreettlO-

32x1-inch Button Head Socket Cap Screws
from the top Plexiglas Retainer.

(b) Lift the Attraction Panel Plexiglas up and out
of the bottom Plexiglas Retainer.

(c) Remove fluorescent tube.

(d) To install Attraction Panel Plexiglas. follow

preceding steps (a) and (b) in the reverse

order.

7.6 REPLACING BLACK LIGHT TUBE
(a) Remove three ii8x1V4-inch Flat Head Phillips

Screws from each side of the Rear Door
Assembly.

(b) Unlock and remove Rear Door Assembly.

(c) With a Vfi-inch wrench, remove four '4-inch

fiat washers from the back-side outer edges of

the Dashboard Assembly.

(d) From the front of the game cabinet, being
careful not to pull on the harness wires, lift the
Dashboard Assembly away from the game
cabinet.

(e) Push upwards and pull out the Main Display

Plexiglas.

(f) Remove the 23" Monitor Bezel.

(g) Remove black light.

(h) To reassemble the game cabinet, follow
preceding steps (a) through (g) in the reverse

order.
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VIM. TROUBLESHOOTING AND REPAIR

8.1 GENERAL PROCEDURE

NOTE

This section describes troubleshooting

procedures in detail sufficient for a person
with moderate technical ability to unders-

tand. However, for those interested in

gaining more information on video game
technology, especially the electronics, we
recommend reading the Video Game
Operator's Handbook, manual no. TM-
043. This book is available from Atari, Inc.,

attn. Customer Service Dept., 2175 Martin

Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95050 for $5.00

each, or from your distributor.

8.1.1 Identifying the Trouble Area:

If the Night Driver game fails to respond properly

to any of the tests as described in paragraph 5.3 of

Section V, Installation Instructions, troubleshoot the

game as described in paragraph 5.4. When a failure

occurs, you should make certain the failure doesn't

exist due to skipping or misreading one of the

procedural steps. For failures of the audio checks in

subparagraph 5.3.3, it is common sense to first check

the associated harness wires using the harness

schematic in Section IX of this manual.

The statement ^'Replace the Night Driver PCB" is

intended to eliminate unqualified personnel from

damaging this expensive item. The Night Driver PCB is

a complicated non-throw-away item and should be

only worked on by those who are familiar with its

circuitry.

Table 8-1 and Insert 8-1 are a comprehensive

familiarity guide to the Night Driver PCB signals.

Figure 8-1 is an illustration of the steering signals. All

signals of the Night Driver PCB are described in Table

8-1, and many of the signals are illustrated in the figure

and insert. For signals to the Playfield and Roadway
circuits, the table was written in the same order that

the actual hardware receives the signals. The table first

covers signals of schematic sheet 1 of the Night Driver

PCB; the second sheet, then the third sheet.

8.1.2 Locating the Trouble Cause:

Once a problem has been narrowed down to one
or more areas, the next step is to perform various tests

and measurements to isolate a specific cause of the

trouble. Remember that sometimes a very com-
plicated problem, such as erratic game operation, can

be traced to a simple cause—the printed circuit board
not being properly seated in its edge connector. Start

with the most suspect area and trace backwards from
the point where the trouble is first observable, using a

process of elimination to eventually locate the faulty

component, connection, etc.

Substitution of parts is a legitimate and easy way
to isolate the cause. For instance, if the PCB is the

suspected trouble area, remove it and substitute a

known-to-be-good PCB. Then check for correct

game operation. Similarly, to check the TV monitor,

connect the game to a known-to-be-good monitor.

The harness can often be checked by substitution also.

Substitute both a known-to-be-good PCB and TV
monitor. If the trouble still persists, the harness must
be at fault.

The test equipment for use in troubleshooting is

discussed in paragraph 8.2,

8.1.3 Correcting the Trouble Cause:

In practice, the steps required to correct troubles

can range from simple adjustments (correctly seating

the PCB in its edge connector, changing the setting on
a potentiometer, adjusting the picture controls on the

TV monitor) to repair of loose connections and
replacement of defective parts. Extreme care should

be exercised when removing integrated circuit

devices and discrete components. Use a 40-watt

maximum soldering pencil with a small tip designed

especially for IC work. Before removing an IC, clip the

signal output or input lead of the suspected failing IC

to determine if another component is creating the

problem. To remove an IC device, follow this

procedure:

Clip all leads and lift the IC package out,

leaving two rows of leads. Then remove
leads individually with a soldering iron and

needle-nose pliers. Finally, evacuate the

holes with a solder sucker. Afterwards
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Figure 8-1 Steering Signals

clean the area thoroughly, using an ap-

proved PCB cleaning solution to remove
any traces of flux and dirt. Alcohol will do in

a pinch, if necessary.

The microprocessor, read-only memories, and

random-access memories are removed by simply

pulling them out of their sockets. When placing them
into their sockets, make certain they are placed in the

correct socket.

Insert the new IC device using an IC insertion

tool, making sure that the reference notch is oriented

correctly and that the device's leads are not bent

during insertion into the board. Afterwards, be sure to

solder each lead on both sides of the PCB, using as

little solder as possible. After soldering, clean the area

thoroughly to remove the flux.

Observe the same removal and insertion

procedures when replacing discrete components.
Trim the leads as close as possible and be sure to orient

diodes and capacitors correctly.

8.1.4 Verifying Correct Game Operation:

After locating and correcting the cause of a

trouble, re-energize the game and perform a final

check by placing the game in the self-test function,

then check for correct operation during game play.

Doing this will verify that your troubleshooting was

correct. If the game operation is still not correct, go

back and double-check your work. Make sure that

any replaced components were installed correctly. If

this was done properly, then start the troubleshooting

steps over again. Keep in mind that there may be more

than one trouble at a time, and that correcting one

trouble can sometimes bring previously undetectable

troubles to light.

This verification is especially important when the

original trouble has been intermittent, that is, was not

happening all the time.

8.2 TEST EQUIPMENT
Electronic troubleshooting of a video game

essentially consists of checking for the presence of

various signals and of examining their condition. A
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signal can be thought of as acting like a "messenger"
that carries instructions from one unit or circuit to

another. Many different types of signals are produced
in d video game, and for this reason several unusual

and perhaps unfamiliar types of test instruments are

used during troubleshooting. Each instrument has its

own set of advantages and disadvantages for examin-
ing a given type of signal, and both the depth of the

intended troubleshooting capability and budget will

(jetermine what instruments will be needed. Some
instruments are basic and essential, no matter what
size of service facility, while other optional in-

struments are desirable because they make
troubleshooting easier and quicker.

8.2.1 Basic Test Equipment:

(.)) 7/ie Video Rrohc. This is a simple but

invaluable instrument having two leads— a test-clip

lead and a test-probe lead. During troubleshooting of

video signals the test-clip lead is left connected to the

test point from resistor R65, located at coordinates P9

of the Night Driver PCB. When the test-probe lead is

thetT contHu tecJ to any video developmental signal,

that signal will be coupled to the video signal going to

the TV fiionitor anci a video probe picture will appear
on the TV sc tchmi. The shape and other characteristics

of this picture will give information about the signal

being proixKl. The video probe is suited for

troubleshooting synchronization and image signals,

f)ut will tiot be useful for extremely fast signals (such as

the c loc k) or for very slow analog or digital signals.

A video probe can be constructed in a few

minutes from these common electrical components:
a length of 20 AWG (American Wire Gauge) rubber-

c oated wire, a 4.7K-ohm, ' 4-watt carbon resistor, and
two test leac]s. For the leads, use a single Mouser test

clip (Mouser ^131C301 or 302) attached to one end of

thc^ wire, and a test prod ccjntaining the resistor on the

other.

To assemble the video probe, proceed as follows:

Remove the cap from the test clip and strip 3/16 inch

off each end of the wire. Solder one end to the post m
the test clip, thread the other end through the hole in

the cap, and snap on the cap. Next unscrew the plastic

body of the test prod from the point and trim both

leads of the resistor to a 3/16-inch length. Solder one
resistor lead to the inside of the point. Thread the

other end of the wire through the hole in the body
and solder it to the other resistor lead; screw the body
back onto the point.

(h) The Loi^ic Probe. This is a test instrument

designed for fast verification of digital IC outputs. It is

small, convenient to carry, easy to read, and relatively

inexpensive. The logic probe derives its power from
the system under test; it has two power leads, one for

connection to ground and the other to +5 volts DC.
When the logic probe's tip is held against a digital

signal point, three colored lamps in the tip will

indicate the signal's condition or state, as follows:

• The red lafiip lit indicates a high or logic level 1 (for

TTL compotKMits, this is +2.4 to +5 volts)

• The white lamp lit indicates a low or logic {for TTL

componetits, this is to +0.8 volt)

• The blue lamp lit indicates that the signal is

changing states

• No larnfjs lit indicate the grey region between and
1 (for ITL this is lietween +0.8 and +2.4 volts)

A c irc uit shorted to grounci will illuminate the white

latnp and an ()[)(m c ire uit will illuminate the recJ lamp.

The logic. f)robe is readily available from elec-

tronic supply sources; a commercicil model founc]

satisfactory is the Kurz-Kasch model LP 520.

(c) The l.oi^ic Piilser. This test instrumcMnt is similar

in size and shape to the logic probe, anci it also cJerives

its power from the system under test. When the logic

pulser's tip is helcJ against a digital signal point, thc^

S(3urce and sink capabilities of the pulser c:iverride any

IC output, ancJ the point isdriven to the oppc:isitc^ l^^^it

level. If the point that the logic pulser is helci against is

low, pressing the switch on the side of the pulser will

introduce a high pulse. Conversely, pulsing a high line

will pull that line low momentarily.

During troubleshooting the logic pulser allows

stimulation of in-circuit ICs with a shaped digital

pulse. For example, a certain feature of the game may
not be working and you suspect that a circuit is not

receiving the necessary signal. Use the pulser to

imitate that signal: if the circuit begins working, you
have proved that thesignal was in fact missing and you
can begin tracking it down. This technique is very

similar to jumping coils in electromechanical games
sue h as pinball machines.

In addition to the regular "pulse" button, there is

another switch mounted on the logic pulser. When
this switch is set in the "rep" mode, the instrument

pulses the digital signal point at a 5-FHz rate or 5 times

per second. This extremely low rate is slow enough to

allow watching events initiated by the pulser. Counter
outputs, for example, are more easily observed when
the counter is pulsed or clocked at this rate.
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The logic pulser is also readily available from
electronic supply sources; a commercial model found
satisfactory is the Kurz-Kasch model HL 583.

(d) Oscilloscope. The most versatile test instru-

ment, and also the most expensive, is the oscilloscope.

The high-speed TTL integrated circuits usedin video

games produce fast-rise-time signals. The os-

cilloscope should have a 50-MHz bandwidth, dual

trace and dual time base capability. These latter

features allow examination of both input and output
signals simultaneously, so that precise timing

relationships can be checked. The oscilloscope

should also have provision for internal or external

sync.

Of the newer, solid-state oscilloscopes, a satisfac-

tory model is the Tektronix 465.

(e) VOM or Volt-Ohmmeter. This common
measuring instrument is extremely useful in video
game troubleshooting. It can be used to check line

voltage, transformer secondary windings, continuity,

resistance, power supply voltages, and to some extent

used for measurements in the analog circuitry.

One commercial model found satisfactory is the

Simpson 260.

8.2.2 Optional Test Equipment:

(a) The Logic Comparator. This test instrument's

main benefit is that it can be used to check the

functioning of an integrated circuit device while the

device is still in placeon the printed circuit board. The
logic comparator performs the check by comparing
the suspect ICs functioning with that of an identical-

type reference IC mounted in the instrument itself.

Suppose that the functioning of a type-74195 device

on the PCB is suspected to be defective. First insert a

program card with a known-to-be-good 74195 into

the logic comparator, and then clip the comparator
test leads onto the leads of the suspect device. If there

are any logic state differences between the reference

IC and the suspect IC under test, then a LED on the

logic comparator will light up to indicate which
output is not functioning correctly. Once a defective

IC has been located, it should be replaced.

Logic comparators are readily available from
electronic supply sources.

(b) Atari Universal Test Fixture. In situations

where a large number of video games are being

serviced, investment in the Universal Test Fixture will

be justified. This item of test equipment forms a test

station for troubleshooting printed circuit boards

after they have been removed from the game cabinet.

The Universal Test Fixture has a full set of controls for

operating the game and also has its own TV monitor.

The game's PCB is plugged into an edge connector
mounted on the side of the Fixture; with thisarrange-

ment the PCB is positioned in a convenient way for

connecting probes and other test instruments.

A program and card inserted into a receptacle in

the top of Fixture takes the place of the game's inter-

connect wires. The program card thus sets up the

Fixture for each particular game; the game's name is

clearly printed on the program card itself.

With the Universal Test Fixture the method of

troubleshooting via substitution of known-to-be-
good parts is made fast and convenient. For example,
suppose that the TV picture in a game is completely
broken up and you want to determine whether the

game or monitor is causing the problem. Remove
the PCB and plug it into the Fixture's edge connector,

and also insert the correct program card for that game.
If the picture on the Fixture's monitor is correct, then

you know that the problem lies in thegame's monitor.

8.3 SPECIFIC TROUBLESHOOTING
INFORMATION

The following subparagraphs give additional

troubleshooting information about certain areas of

the Night Driver game.

8.3.1 Coin Mechanism:
If a player inserts a com and the game does not

respond, first check the coin mechanism, tf pressing

the coin rejector button forces the rejector

mechanism to return the coin, then examine the coin

to make sure that it is genuine. If it is, then use a set of

your own test coins (which should include both very

new and very old, worn coins) to determine whether
or not the player's coin is undersize or underweight. If

your test coins are also returned, this indicates that

servicing of the coin acceptor portion of the coin

mechanism is called for. Generally the cause of this

particular problem is an improperly adjusted magnet
gate.

Inside the coin mechanism a magnet is used to

test the metallic composition of the coin. Highly

magnetic coins, such as those made of steel or iron,

will be retained by the magnet and can be returned by
actuating the wiper operating lever. Coins having

comparatively high magnetic properties will be
slowed down by the magnet,and will drop off the end
of the rail short of "accept" entrance and be returned.
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Coins having little or no magnetic properties, •^"jch as

brass or zinc coins, will pass through the magnetic

field so fast that they will overshoot the "accept"

entrance and be returned.

Check for signals at the electrical contacts of the coin

mechanism before moving on to the harness and
other parts of the circuitry.

A magnetic gate adjusted with too large a gap may
pass both genuine and counterfeit coins. An adjust-

ment with too small a gap can lead to rejection of

some or even all coins. Over a period of time, the

screw that adjusts the magnet gate has a tendency to

work loose, resulting in a gradual narrowing of the

gate. At first, only the thickest (i.e., newest) coins are

rejected. As time passes, more and more coins are

rejected until finally player complaints lead to the

calling of the game repairman.

if pressing the coin rejector button does not

cause the coin to be returned, and if the game still

does not respond, then check the coin mechanism to

see if the coin is jammed inside.

If you are certain that the coin is genuine, and that

the coin passes through the coin mechanism and into

the cash box, then the lack of game response is

probably due to some kind of electrical trouble.

8.3.2 TV Monitor:

The TV monitor is a self-contained unit housed in

its own chassis. A trouble's cause may be narrowed
down to the monitor—either by the substitution

method using a known-to-be-good monitor, or by

verifying presence of AC power to the monitor power
supply and presence of the correct composite video

signal. The entire monitor can then be removed from
the game cabinet. Doing this facilitates trouble-

shooting steps, because all monitor components will

then be accessible.

A schematic diagram of the monitor c ircuitry is

included in section IX of this manual. After discon-

necting and removing the monitor from the game,
standard TV troubleshooting techniques are adequate
for locating causes of trouble. Additional servicing

information is available from the monitor manufac-
turer (Motorola).
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Table 8-1 Night Driver Signal Descriptions

AUDIO SIGNALS
J

SCHEMATIC
1

SIGNAL FROM TO SIGNAL DESCRIPTION

ATTRACT E5 (pin 5) High logic level during attract mode. From output

port E5. Disable Motor Sound.
BANG Summing point BANG input resis- BANG sound that is the result of a roadway pylon

of resistors tor R61 of Audio making contact with the car.

E5 (pin 22)

Amplifier A9.

D6 (pin 9) Low logic level from Output Port E5 that resets noiseCRASH
D7 (pin 9) generator D6, D7.

C8 (pin 11) Low logic level from Output Port E5 that enables
D8 (pin 13) BANG generator C8, D8.

MOTOR SOU^^D MOTOR input resis- Summed and modulated frequencies that depend
tor R60 of Audio upon the digital SPEED input of the motor
Amplifier A9. generator.

SPEED 1 D5 (pin 2) Resistor R11 Digital SPEED information from output port D5 that is

SPEED 2 D5 (pin 5) Resistor RIO converted into analog by summing resistors R8,
SPEED 3 D5 (pin 7) Resistor R9 R9, RIO, and R11. Analog signal controls the
SPEED 4 D5 (pin 10) Resistor R8 oscillating frequency of oscillators A5, A6, and

A7.

Screech audio signal of approximately IKHzSCREECH 1 C7 (pin 11) Screech 1 input

resistor R59 of modulated by digital noise and gated through
Audio Amplifier

A9.

NAND gate C7 with SKID 1 signal.

SCREECH 2 C2 (pin 3) Screech 2 input Screech audio signal of approximately 833 Hz
resistor R58 of modulated by digital noise and gated through
Audio Amplifier

A9.
NAND gate C7 with SKID 2 signal.

SKID 1 D5 (pin 12) C7 (pin 13) Enabling signal for SCREECH 1 audio signal. From
Output Port D5.

SKID 2 D5 (pin 15) C7 (pin 1) Enabling signal for SCREECH 2 audio signal. From
Output Port D5.

AUDIO OUT- minus side Speakers Audio output from audio amplifier A9.
PUT (SPEAKER

1

)
of 1000 Mf

Cap, C14.

INPUT PORTS SIGNALS

ACC Accelerator

Switch

Gear shifter

1st gear

Switch

Edge Connector
Pin P

F9 (pin 1)

Edge Connector
Pin H
M9 (pin 12)

Low logic level to F9 when accelerator foot pedal is

depressed. Transferred to output of F9 only if

address input is as follows:

BAO —high logic level

BA1—low logic level

BA2—high logic level

Low logic level to M9 when gear shifter is in 1st gear

position. Transfers to output 2Y only if address

input is as follows:

GEAR 1
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isCHEMATIC
1 SIGNAL FROM TO SIGNAL DESCRIPTION

BAO —low logic level

GecU shifter Edge Connector

BA1— high logic level

Low logic level tc:i M9 when gear shifter is in 2nd gearGEAR 2

2nci g(Mr Pin F position. Transfers to output 1Y only if address
Switch M9 (pin 4) input is as follows:

BAO —low logic level

Gejr shifter Ecfge Connector

BA1— high logic level

l.cnv logic level to K9 when gear shifter is in 3rd gear(jEAR 3

Jrcl gear Pin K [position. Transfers to output 2Y only if address

Switch K9 (pin 12) in[)ut is as follows:

BAO — low logic level

BA1— high logic level

OPTl LIO (pin 15) M9 (pin 10) Logic input to ICO and2C0 inputs of multiplexers K9
OPT 2 LIO (pin 14) M9 (pin 6) ancj M9. Transfers to 1Y and 2Y only if address

OPT3 L10 (pin 6) K9 (pin 10) input is as follcjws:

OPT4 LIO (pin 7) K9 (pin 6) BAO — low logic level

BA1— low logic level

Logic level inpuls of OPTl through 0PT4 for given set-

ting of hexudecimal switch LIO as follows:

Switch

Setting OPTl OPT2 OPT3 OPT4

low low low low

1 high low low low

2 low high low low

3 high high low low

4 low low high low

5 high low high low

6 low high high low

7 high high high low

8 low low low high

9 high low low high

A low high low high

B high high low high

C low low high high

D high low high high

E low high high high

F high high high high

START START push- Edge Connector Low logic level to F9 when START pushbutton is

button Pin 13 depressed. Transfers to output of F9 if address

!

F9 (pin 2) input is as follows:

BAO —low logic level

BA1—high logic level

BA2—low logic level
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SCHEMATIC
SIGNAL

STEER A

STEER 1A

STEER B

STEER IB

TEST

TRACK
SELECT 1

TRACK
SELECT 2

V BLANK

FROM

E8 {pin 9)

Steering Board

Assennbly

pin 8

E8 {pin 5)

Steering Board
Assembly

pin 4

TEST Switch

track select

Switch

track select

Switch

J7{pin 10)

TO

K9 {pin 13)

SIGNAL DESCRIPTION

Edge Connector
Pin S

E9 {pin 9)

K9 (pin 3)

Edge Connector
Pin 16

E9 {pin 11)

Edge Connector
Pin J

K9 (pin 5)

Edge Connector
Pin 14

F9 (pin 15)

Edge Connector
Pin R

F9 (pin 14)

K9 (pin 11)

Steering direction input to multiplexer K9. Low logic

level indicates right turn. High logic level

indicates left turn. Transfers to output 2Y of K9 if

address input is as follows:

BAO —high logic level

BAl— high logic level

Refer to Figure 8-1.

Steering input from Steering Board Assembly. Leads
STEER IB for right turn. Lags STEER IB for left

turn. Refer to Figure 8-1.

Steering rate input (the faster steering wheel is turned,
the shorter the duty cycle of the pulse input) to
multiplexer K9. Transfers to output 1Y of K9 if

address input is as follows:

BAO —high logic level

BAl—high logic level

Refer to figure 8-1.

Steering input from Steering Board Assembly. Lags
STEER lA for right turn. Leads STEER 1A for left

turn. Refer to Figure 8-1.

Low logic level to K9 when TEST Switch is set to "on"
position. Transfers to output of K9 if address
input is as follows:

BAO — high logic level

BAl— low logic level

Low logic level to F9 when track select switch is set to

NOVICE TRACK position. Transfers to output of
F9 only if address input is as follows:

BAO —low logic level

BAl—low logic level

BA2—high logic level

Low logic level to F9 when track select switch is set to

PRO TRACK position. Transfers to output of F9
only if address input is as follows:

BAO —high logic level

BAl—low logic level

BA2— high logic level

V BLANK pulse transfers from the input to the output
of K9 only if address input is as follows:

ABO —high logic level

AB1—low logic level

Refer to Insert 8-1.
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OUTPUT PORTS SIGNALS

Schematic
SIGNAL

FROM TO SCHEMATIC SIGNAL

BDO

BD1

BD2

BD3

BD4

BD5

F3 (pins 2 & 4)

E3 (pins 12 & 14)

E3 (pins 2 & 4}

F3 (pins 5 & 7)

F3 (pins 12 & 14)

E3 (pins 9 & 11)

D5 (pin 3)

D5 (pin 4)

D5 (pin 6)

D5 (pin 11)

D5 (pin 13)

D5 (pin 14)

SPEED 1 logic level same as BDO logic level when
OUTO goes from low logic level to high logic

level.

SPEED 2 logic level same as BD1 logic level when OUTO
goes from low logic level to high logic level.

SPEED 3 logic level same as BD2 logic level when OUTO
goes from low logic level to high logic level.

SPEED 4 logic level same as BD3 logic level when OUTO
goes from low logic level to high logic level.

SKID 1 logic level same as BD4 logic level when OUTO
goes from low logic level to high logic level.

SKID 2 logic level same as BD5 logic level when OUTO

BDO F3 (pins 2 & 4) E5 (pin 3)

goes from low logic level to high logic level.

CRASH logic level same as BDO logic level when
OUT1 goes from low logic level to high logic

BD1 E3 (pins 12 & 14) E5 (pin 4) ATTRACT logic level same as BD1 logic level when
OUT1 goes from low logic level to high logic

BD2 E3 (pins 2 & 4) E5 (pin 6) Output not used.

BD3 F3 (pins 5 & 7) E5 (pin 11) Logic level at N9 (pin 1) same logic level as BD3 when
OUT1 goes from low logic level to high logic

BD4 F3 (pins 12 & 14) E5 (pin 13) Logic level as J8 (pin 11) same logic level as BD4 when
OUT1 goes from low logic level to high logic

BD5 E3 (pin 9& 11) E5 (pin 14) Output not used.

MICROPROCESSOR SIGNALS

ABO C3 (pin 9) C2 (pin 2)

AB1 C3 (pin 10) C2 (pin 4)

AB2 C3 (pin 11) C2 (pin 6)

AB3 C3 (pin 12) C2 (pin 10)

AB4 C3 (pin 13) C2 (pin 12)

AB5 C3 (pin 14) C2 (pin 14)

AB6 C3 (pin 15) B2 (pin 2) Address bus to 8T97 tri-state devices. Tri-state devices
AB7 C3 (pin 16) B2 (pin 4) not used for high Z output, but instead only used
AB8 C3 (pin 17) B2 (pin 6) as signal buffer.
AB9 C3 (pin 18) B2 (pin 10)

AB10 C3 (pin 19) B2 (pin 12)

AB11 C3 (pin 20) B2 (pin 14)

AB12 C3 (pin 22) B4 (pin 10)

AB13 C3 (pin 23) B4 (pin 12)

AB14 C3 (pin 24) B4 (pin 4)

AB15 C3 (pin 25) B4 (pin 6)
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SIGNAL

DBO
DB1
DB2
DBS
DB4
DBS
DB6
DB7

From/To

C3 (pin 33)

C3 (pin 32)

C3 (pin 31)

C3 (pin 30)

C3 (pin 29)

C3 (pin 28)

C3 (pin 27)

C3 (pin 26)

From/To

F3 (pin 3)

E3 (pin 13)

E3 (pin 3)

F3 (pin 6)

F3 (pin 13)

E3 (pin 10)

E3 (pin 6)

F3 (pin 10)

SIGNAL DESCRIPTION

Bi-directional data bus to bi-directional buffers 8T28.

Data buffers E3and F3 buffer the data signal from
the Microprocessor through one path of E3 and
F3 when R/W is low logic level and buffer the

data signal to the Microprocessor through
another path when R/W is a high logic level.

MICROPROCESSOR SIGNALS (CONT)

SIGNAL FROM TO SCHEMATIC SIGNAL

IRQ J7(pin 14) C3 (pin 4) Interrupt request. This signal informs the Micro-
processor that the vertical blanking period is

beginning. Refer to Insert 8-1.

RESET C7 (pin 6) C3 (pin 40) This signal is the result of watchdog. Refer to Section

IV, Theory of Operation, paragraph 4.4.

R/W C3 (pin 34) B4 (pin 14) Read/write signal is a Microprocessor signal derived

from phase 2 and determines the direction of

data to or from the Microprocessor. i

<I'2 C3 (pin 39) E4 (pin 9) Phase 2: Basic timing signal of the Microprocessor.

Refer to Section IV, Theory of Operation, sub-

paragraph 4.3.3.

WATCH DOG SIGNALS

V BLANK
WATCH
DOG

RESET

J7(pin 11)

K7 (pin 9)

C7 (pin 6)

L7 (pin 11)

L7 (pins 1 & 13)

C3 (pin 40)

The V BLANK pulse starts L7 to flip-flop. After three

pulses a low logic level will appear at RESET.

However, this should never happen if the

Micorprocessor address bus and read/write bus

(BR/W) and Program Memory is operating

properly. Program Memory instructs an address

that is decoded by Enable J2 for an output of HFC
(J2 pin 3). At the same time, the Microprocessor

outputs a low logic level BR/W. These two
signals are received by Decoder K7 (schematic

sheet 3) through OR gate K8. The result is a low

logic WATCH-DOG signal at the output of K7
(pin 9). If all is operating properly, WATCH-DOG
will be present before flip-flop L7 reaches the

count of three pulses.
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PLAYFIELD SIGNALS (cont)

^CHEMATrC
" SIGNAL FROM TO SIGNAL DESCRIPTION

BAO C2 (pin 3) L2 (pin 13) During V BLANK period (V BLANK is a high logic
BAT C2 (pin 5) L2 (pin 10) level), BAO through BA6 address the Playfield

BA2 C2 (pin 7} L2 (pin 6) RAM through nnultiplexers K2 and L2. Also
BA3 C2 (pin 9) L2 (pin 3) BR/W is transferred through multiplexer K2. If

BA4 C2 (pin 11) K2 (pin 13) BR/W is a low logic level, data is written into the
BA5 C2 (pin 13) K2 (pin 10) Playfield RAM via the Data Bus.

BA6
BR/W

B2 (pin 3)

B4 (pin 13)

K2 (pin 6)

K2 (pin 3) During V BLANK period (V BLANK is a low logic level),

8H L3 (pin 14) L2 (pin 14) 8H through 128H, 16V, and 32V address the
16H L3 (pin 13) L2 (pin 11) Playfield RAM through multiplexers K2 and L2.

32H L3 (pin 12) L2 (pin 5) The read/write input of the Playfield RAM
64H L3 (pin 11) L2 (pin 2) becomes a high logic level (K2 1A input
128H J3 (pin 14) K2 (pin 14) transferred to 1Y output); thus the data written
16V H8 (pin 14) K2 (pin 11) into the Playfield RAM during V BLANK period is

32V H8 (pin 13) K2 (pin 5) now addressed (resulting in transferringthedata

to address the Playfield ROM) by horizontal and
vertical timing signals.

PFW J2(pin 2) D4(pin 1) During V BLANK period all three signals would
PFR H2 (pin 1) D4 (pin 2) normally be high until Enable FH2 receives an
V BLANK J7(pin 10) D4 (pin 13) address that results in a low logic level PFW

signal. At this time there will be a high logic level

output from NOR gate D4 (pin 12). This high

II

logic level input to M2 (pin 10) enables the tri-

state data buffers of M2 to receive a data input.

Refer to Insert 8-1.

PFW J2(pin2) Ml (pins 1 & 15) Low logic level PFW signal enables tri-state device Ml
so data may be written into the Playfield RAM
M2.

IV F8 (pin 14) P2 (pin 21) These three signals are the three least significant bits

2V F8 (pin 13) P2 (pin 22) of the Playfield ROM address. These bits

4V F8 (pin 12) P2 (pin 23) determine which horizontal line is to be scanned
with what ROM data.

1H K3 (pin 13) 15 (pin 1) These eight signals determine when Shift Register P3

2H K3 (pin 12) ]5 (pin 4) loads data for displaying a character. Signals V
4H K3 (pin 11) J5 (pin 5) BLANK and 256H determine that P3 will be

256H J3 (pin 13) J5 (pin 11) loaded only during the horizontal scan period.

V BLANK J7(pin 11) J5 (pin 6) Signals 8V, 64V, and 128V determine that P3 is

8V L8 (pin 2) J5 (pin 3) loaded during horizontal scan lines zero

64V J8 (pin 4) J5 (pin 2) through eight, sixteen through twenty-four,

128V

|i

J8 (pin 8) J5 (pin 12) thirty-two through forty, and forty-eight

through fifty-six. Signals 1H, 2hl, and 4hl deter-

mine that P3 is loaded thirty-two times per

enabled scan line.
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SCHEMATIC
SIGNAL

FROM TO SIGNAL DESCRIPTION i

6MHz K3 (pin 14) P3 (pin 7) When a low logic level pulse appears on load input of

P3 (pin 15), the data input from the Playfield

ROM is immediately clocked out as serial data
from P3 (pin 13) at the rate of 6MHz.

PLAYFIELD P3 (pin 13) K8 (pin 5) Playfield video serial data generated by the Playfield

circuitry.

ENABLE SIGNALS

BAIO
BA11

BA12

8*2
BA15

BA9
BAIO
BAH
BA12

B*2
BA13
BA14
BA15

B2 (pin 11)

B2 (pin 13)

B4 (pin 9)

E4 (pin 6)

B4 (pin 7)

B2 (pin 9)

B2 (pin 11)

B2 (pin 13)

B4 (pin 9)

E4 (pin 8)

B4 (pin 11)

B4 (pin 5)

B4 (pin 7)

H2 (pin 15)

H2 (pin 14)

H2(pin 13)

F4 (pin 10)

F4 (pin 9)

J2 (pin 15)

J2(pin 14)

J2(pin 13)

D4 (pin 3)

E4 (pin 11)

C4 (pin 5)

C4 (pin 6)

C4 (pin 9)

C4 (pin 8)

These five signals enable the read address decoder H2.

If B4>2 or BA15 is a low logic level, there will not

be an output from Enable H2. The Enable
outputs for a given input are as follows:

BA15 B*2 BA12BA11BA10 H2 Output Signal H2Pin#

H H
H

L

L

L

L

L

H
PER pin 1

H STEER RESET pin 2

H H L H L pin 3

H H
H

L

H
H
L

H
L

pin 4

H PROM pin 5

H H H L H PROM 1 pin 6

H H H H L PROM 2 (pin 7)

H H H H H PROM 3 (pin 9)

(I

These eightsignalsenableaddressdecoder J2. If BA12,
B<I>2, BA13, BA14, or BA15 is a high logic level,

there will not be an output from Enable j2. The
Enable output for a given input is as follows:

BA15BA14BA13 B$2 BA12BA11BA10 J2 Output Signal J2 pin #

L

L

L

L

H
H
H
H

L

L

H
H
L

L

H
H

L

H
L

H
L

H
L

H

SCRAM
PFW
HVC
IN Q

IN 1

OUT
OUT1

not used

pin 1

pin 2

pin 3

pin 4

pin 5

pin 6

pin 7

pin 9

i
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»OWER SUPPLY VOLTAGES

SCHEMATIC

SIGNAL
FROM TO SIGNAL DESCRIPTION

P Resistors

R1, R7, R48, R52

and R112

many locations The symbol *'?" stands for pull-up. This means that

anywhere on the schematic that the symbol "P"
appears, that point is connected directly to

resistors R1,R7,R48,R52andR112. Therefore the

circuit is "pulled-up" to +5 VDC one of those

pull-up resistors.

+5V LM323 many locations This is the +5 VDC power to all integrated circuits on
the PCB, except Audio Amplifier A9.

+20V (DC,

unreg)

Plus side

of 4700 m fd

cap. C27.

A9 (pins 9 & 11) This is the +20 VDC unregulated power for the Audio
Amplifier.

VIDEO SIGNALS

H5 (pin 6) P8 (pin 9) These two signals are the horizontal and vertical syncH SYNC
VSYNC 17 (pin 6) P8 (pin 10) signals necessary to "kick" the TV monitor

scanning circuitry into a retrace. H SYNC is

inverse of H SYNC and V SYNC is inverse of V
SYNC, as illustrated in Insert 8-1.

256H J3 (pin 13) P8 (pin 2) These two signals are the horizontal and vertical

V BLANK ]7 (pin 11) P8 (pin 1) blanking pulses necessary to drive the TV
monitor into the black level during retrace. The
combination of these two signals isCOMP B at P8

(pin 3). Refer to Insert 8-1.

ROADWAY L8 (pin 6) K8 (pin 4) These two signals are the video serial data from the
PLAYFIELD P3 (pin 13) K8 (pin 5) Playfield circuitry and the Roadway circuitry.

The playfield consists of four possible horizontal

rows of alpha numerics between horizontal scan

lines zero and eight, sixteen and twenty-four,

thirty-two and forty, and forty-eight and fifty-six.

The Roadway consists of the fourteen roadway
pylons.

VIDEO C8 (pin 3) C6 (pin 9) This signal is present anytime the roadway makes
INVERT connection with the car. The signal is originated

in the audio BANG circuit. Its function is to make
the TV monitor display flash during the BANG
sound period.

8V F8 (pin 11) C4 (pin 2) These signals provide a backlight window at the
16V H8 (pin 14) C4 (pin 3) center bottom of the TV monitor display. Signal

32V H8 (pin 13) N8 (pin 3) V BLANK places the window on the TV monitor
64V H8 (pin 12) N8 (pin 2) display during the horizontal scan time. The
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JsCHEMATIC

II
SIGNAL

FROM TO SIGNAL DESCRIPTION

PSAl L2 (pin 12) P5 (pin 3) Picture sync/address signals. These signals are the
PSA2 L2 {pin 9) P5 (pin 6) addresssignaisforthevertica! position RAM {H6,

PSA3 L2 (pin 7) P5 (pin 10) P6), horizontal position RAM (J6, L6), and
PSA4 12 (pin 4) P5 (pin 13) character RAM (E6, M6). During the vertical

blanking period, the address signal comes
directly from the four least significant bits of the

address bus (BAO through BA3, inputs L2 pins 13,

10, 6, and 3). During the vertical non-blanking

period and during horizontal blanking, the

address signal comes directly from horizontal

synchronization 8FH, 16F1, 32H, and 64H (inputs

L2 pins 2, 5, 11, and 13).

VPl H6 (pin 5) F7 (pin 10) Vertical position data signals. These signals are applied

VP2 H6 (pin 7) F7 (pin 8) to a coarse (N7) and fine (F7) vertical line

VP3 H6 (^in 9) F7 (pin 3) comparator. When the vertical line comparator
VP4 H6 (pin 11) F7 (pin 11) vertical synchronization inputs IV through 128V
VPS P6 (pin 5) N7 (pin 10) match the vertical position data signal, the

VP6 P6 (pin 7) N7 (pin 8) coarse and fine vertical line comparator (F7, N7)
VP7 P6 (pin 9) N7 (pin 3) outputs will all be a high logic level.

VPS P6 (pin 11) N7 (pin 11)

PIC1

' PIC3

E6 (pin 5) E7 (pin 9) Picture height data signals. These signals determine
E6 (pin 7) E7 (pin 11) the height of the data roadway pylon to be
E6 (pin 9) E7 (pin 14) displayed. For example, if the pylon is only to be

PIC4 E6 (pin 11) E7 (pin 1) six vertical lines high, PIC data signal code will be

0111 (7). When VPl through VP4 is equal to IV

through 8V, the outputs of F7 will all be a high

logic level. Beginning with x[\e next vertical line,

the outputs of F7 will begin counting down.
When the "A" inputs of E7 reach the count of six,

output A<B E7 (pin 7) will be a high logic level.

256H E4 (pin 2) K5J5 (pin 1) FHorizontal timing signal that represents the horizon-

tal blanking period when it is a high logic level.

During horizontal blanking, horizontal position

signals (HIPl through hlP8) are transferred to the

outputs of multiplexers K5 and L5. During the

horizontal scan time, horizontal timing signals

(IFH through 128FH) are transferred to the outputs

of multiplexers K5 and L5.

256H

1

J3(pin 13) N3 (pin 12) Florizontal position address inputs to match RAM
(M4) and object RAMs (H4, J4, K4, and L4) during

horizontal blanking. If the horizontal blanking

period is preceding a horizontal scan line on
which a roadway pylon is to be displayed, R/W
(pin 12 of match and object RAMs) will receive a

low logic level from the output of the vertical

line comparator (P8 pin 6). Therefore data is

written into the match and object RAMs. The
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data written into the match RAM is a low logic

level for RAM address locations (output of N3
pin 9). The data written into the object RAMs is

PA1 through PA4.

PA1 P5 (pin 4) L4 (pin 13) During horizontal blanking period, these signals are

PA2 P5 (pin 7) K4 (pin 13) from horizontal timing signals 8H, 16H, 32H and
PA3 P5 (pin 9) J4(pin 13) 64H (inputs to multiplexer L2). These signals are

PA4 P5 (pin 12) H4 (pin 13) the data input to the object RAMs L4, K4, \4, and
H4.

V BLANK J7(pin 10) M4 (pin 3) During a horizontal scan line that is going to display a
CLK* N4 (pin 8) N3 (pin 3) roadway pylon, the match RAM and object
COMP B P8 (pin 3) N3 (pin 1) RAMs are addressed by timing signals 1H
MATCH N3 (pin 5) N5 (pin 9) through 128H. Therefore the address input
MATCH N3 (pin 6) P8 (pin 5) changes at a rate of 1H 256 times during a

horizontal scan line. When the address comes to

a point where a low logic level has been stored in

the match RAM, one 12 MHz (CLK*) pulse later,

match latch N3 output pin 5 becomes a high

logic level. This results in the inverse data output

of the object RAMs through flip-flop N5.

OBJO N5 (pin 3) P5 (pin 2) Roadway object address signal. During the scan line.

OBJ1 N5 (pin 6) P5 (pin 5) these signals address the Roadway character '

OBJ2 N5 (pin 11) P5 (pin 11) RAM M6 through multiplexer PS if MATCH
OBJ3 N5 (pin 14) P5 (pin 14) signal goes toa high logiclevel.Thesignalscause

a data output from roadway picture RAM E6.

PICS M6 (pin 5) M5 (pin 15) Roadway picture signals PICS through PIC8 are
PIC6 M6 (pin 7) M5 (pin 1) applied directly to the inputs of shift register MS.
PiC7 M6 (pin 9) M5 (pin 10) Since MATCH is a low logic level, the PICS
P1C8 M6 (pin 11) M5 (pin 9) through PIC8 signals are immediately clocked
MATCH N3 (pin 6) M5 (pin 11) out of shift register at a 6-MHz rate. This signal.

ROADWAY L8 (pin 6) K8 (pin 4) called the ROADWAY signal, is fed directly to

the video output.

PROM SIGNALS

BDO HI, J1, K1, F3 (pins 2 & 4) These signals make up the data bus from Program
LI (pin 14) PROMs (CI, D1, El, F1, HI, J1, K1, LI) to the

BD1 H1,J1,K1, E3 (pins 12 & 14) Microprocessor (schematic sheet 3). This data
LI (pin 13) bus is unidirectional (one direction only) and

BD2 HI, J1, K1, E3 (pins 2 & 4) goes only from Program PROMs to the
LI (pin 12) Microprocessor.

BD3 HI, J1, K1, F3 (pins 5 & 7) These signals are an output of Program PROMs as a
LI (pin 11) result of an address input to Program PROMs.

BD4 CI, D1, El, F3 (pins 12 & 14) Program PROMs are only addressed by the ten
F1 (pin 14) least significant bits of the address bus.

BD5 CI, D1, El,

F1 (pin 13)

E3(pins9&11)
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' SIGNAL

BD6 CI, D1, El,

F1 (pin 12)

E3 (pins 5 & 7)

BD7 CI, D1, El,

F1

F3 (pins 9 & 11)

BAO C2 (pin 3) CI, Dl, El, F1, These signals are the ten least significant bits of the

HI, Jl, K1, LI address bus from the Microprocessor. An
(pin 5) address input to Program Memory will result in a

BA1 C2 (pin 5) CI, Dl, El, Fl, data output. The individual PROM integrated

HI, J1, Kl, LI circuit pairs selected are determined by the

(pin 6) enabling signal. All PROM chips are not used at

BA2 C2 (pin 7) CI, Dl, El, Fl,

HI, J1, Kl, LI

(pin 7)

the same time.

BA3 C2 (pin 9) CI, Dl, El. Fl,

HI, Jl, Kl, LI

(pin 4)

BA4 C2 (pin 11} CI, Dl, El, Fl,

HI. jl, Kl, LI

(pin 3)

BA5 C2 (pin 13) CI, Dl, El, Fl,

HI, Jl, Kl, LI

(pin 2)

BA6 B2 (pin 3) CI, Dl, El, Fl,

HI, Jl, Kl, L1

(pin 1)

BA7 B2 (pin 5) CI, Dl, El, Fl,

HI, Jl, Kl, LI

(pin 17)

BAB B2 (pin 7) CI, Dl, El, Fl,

HI, Jl, Kl, LI

(pin 16)

BA9 B3 (pin 9) CI, Dl, El. Fl,

HI. Jl. Kl, LI

(pin 15)

PROMO H2 (pin 5) CI, HI (pin 8) These are the ROM enabling signals. With a low logic

PROM 1 H2 (pin 6) D1, jl (pin 8) level signal the individual pairs of ROMs are

PROM 2 H2 (pin 7) El, Kl (pin 8) enabled. The term PROM is an abbreviation for

PROM 3 H2 (pin 9) Fl, LI (pin 8) programmable read-only memory. The PROMs
are programmed by Atari specifically for the

Night Driver game. These PROMs have the

capability of being programmed only once.

Therefore, for all practical purposes these eight

chips may be referred to as ROMs.
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i

SCHEMATIC {

SIGNAL FROM TO SIGNAL DESCRIPTION

BAO C2 (pin 3) Al, 81 (pin 4) These are the address bus signals to the Page Zero

BA1 C2 (pin 5) A1, B1 (pin 3) (Scratch Pad) Memory. With an address code

BA2 C2 (pin 7) A1, Bl (pin 2) input to PageZero Memory, the Microprocessor

BA3 C2 (pin 9) Al, Bl (pin 1) writes a data code into the Memory. At this time

BA4 C2 (pin 11) A1, Bl (pin 17) it is necessary for the read/write (R/W) input

BA5 C2(pin 13) Al, Bl (pin 5} (Al, Bl pin 16) to be a low logic level and output

BA6 B2 (pin 3) Al, Bl (pin 6) disable (OD) input (Al, Bl pin 9) to be a high

BA7 B2 (pin 5) A1, Bl (pin 7) logic level. The data recorded into the Page Zero

Memory can later be read by the

Microprocessor if the R/W input is a high logic

level and OD is a low logic level. An address

input will then cause the output of data that was

previously stored at that address location.

SCHEMATIC
SIGNAL

From/To From/To SIGNAL DESCRIPTION

BDO F3 (pins 2 & 4) Al (pin 11) These are bi-directional data lines from the

BD1 E3 (pins 12 & 14) Al (pin 12) Microprocessor to the Page Zero Memory or to

BD2 E3 (pins 2 & 4) Al (pin 13) the Microprocessor from the Page Zero

BD3 F3 (pins 5 & 7) Al (pin 14) Memory. The determining factor as to the

BD4 F3 (pins 12 & 14) Bl (pin 11) direction of the data signal is the R/W signal andi

theOD (A1,B1 pin 9) signal. If the data signal is to'BD5 E3 (pins 9 & 11) Bl (pin 12)

BD6 E3 (pins 5 & 7) Bl (pin 13) the Page Zero Memory, OD must be a high logic

BD7 F3 (pins 9 & 11) Bl (pin 14) level. If the data signal is from Page Zero

Memory, OD must be a low logic level.

SCHEMATIC
SIGNAL

FROM TO SIGNAL DESCRIPTION

BR/W B4 (pin 13) E4 (pin 3) Read/write bus. This signal is a high logic level when
data is read from the Page Zero Memory and a

low logic level when data is written into Page

Zero Memory.

B<t>2 E4 (pin 6) F4 (pin 5) Phase 2 bus. This is a timing signal from the Micro-

processor. When B4j2 is a high logic level, data is

manipulated to and from the Microprocessor.

J2(pin 1) Al, Bl (pin 15)

Refer to Section IV, subpapragraph 4.3.3.

SCRAM Scratch Pad RAM (Page Zero Memory) enable. This

signal originates in the Enable (Address

Decoder) J2. This signal must be a low logic level

before Page Zero Memory will operate.
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IX. SCHEMATICS, DRAWINGS, AND
PARTS LIST

NUMBER TITLE

A006264-01 Parts List and Drawing
Final Assembly

A006262-01 Parts List and Drawing
Dashboard Assembly

A006547-01 Drawing

Electronic Tray Assembly

A006321-01 Parts List, Drawing, and Schematic
Night Driver PCB

A000607 Parts List, Drawing, and Schematic
Steering Board PCB

006543-01 Schematic

Harness

Schematic

Motorola Model XM701-10 TV Monitor
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NIGHT DRIVER

J

;ative kee games
a whollv

ASSEMBLY TITLE / DASHBOARD ASSY P/|_A006262-01

J\ PARTS LIST SPECIFICATION Page 1 of 1^ 1 Drawn

AT/ Checked Mech, Engo

Inno\
leis

Proj. Eng. Elec. Engo Rev.

lire owned subsidiary

of Atan.ln< Mfg. Eng. C

Rev. Description Date Apprv, Rev. Description Date Apprv.

A PE>nn RF! 9/30/76
B Rev per ECN 3096 10/12/76
C Rev per ECN 3131 L0/22/7e

Item Part Number Qty. Description

1 006261-01 1 Control Panel with Graphics
2 006248-01 1 Control Panel (Top-Wood)
3 006249-01 1 Control Panel (Main-Wood)
4 00059 8-03 1 Steering Wheel Assy, (10" Dia Wheel)
5 85-22F112 10 Screw, Mach., Pan Hd. , Phil., #10-24, 3/4 Lg. Type F.

6 000567 1 Bow Washer
7 A000608-02 1 N-Shift Assembly
8 005255-01 1 Shift Bezel
9 75-OlOS 4 #10 Flat Washer
10 75-015S 4 #^-20 Flat Washer
11 75-045 4 #^-20 Lock Washer
12 75-915S 4 #^-20 Hex Nut
13 75-5524B 2 #^-20 X 1.50" Lg. Carriage Bolts
14 75-5524N 2 #^-20 X 1.50" Lg. Carriage Bolts
15 62-002 1 Led Switch
16 001856-01 1 Aluminum Bushing, Switch
17 61-081C 1 Rocker Switch Snap in Bezel (Gold Contacts, Dry Circuit)]

18 A006546-01 1 Control Panel Harness
19 72-6610 3 Screw, Sm., Pan HD., Phil., #6 x 5/8 "Lg.
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NIGHT DRIVER

JK
ASSEMBLY TITLE / ELECTRONICS TRAY ASSY P/La006547-01

•Ix o PARTS LIST SPECIFICATION Page 1 of 1

ATARI ^
Drawn NEXT ASSY A006264-01

Checked Mech, Engo

Innovative kee games

leisure ...STt,...

Proj. Eng. Elec. Engo Rev,

Mfg. Eng.
!

":

Rev. Description Date Apprv. Rev. Description Date Apprv.

A 9/30/76
B Rev perECN 3079 10/6/76
c Rev per ECN 3100 10/13/76
D Rev per ECN 3119

Item Part Number Qty. Description

1
006250-01 1 Electronics Tray

2 A006545-01 1 Power Supply Harness
3 001551-01 or -02 1 Transformer, 001551
4 000622-01 1 Cover, Transformer
5 000871-01 1 Label
6 46-201202 2 Fuse , 2 Amp
7 79-3202 2 Fuse Holder
8 68-002 1 Interlock Switch
9 000268-02 1 Bracket, Switch Mounting
10 41-2001 1 Filter, Power Line
11 A006550-01 1 Mini-Harness
12 A006222-01 1 Power Cord Assy, 8 Ft
13 A006447-01 1 Power in On-Off Switch Harness
14 A006448-01 1 Power Out On-Off Switch Harness
15 A006449-01 1 On-Off Switch Assy
16 78-25001 1 Screw Down Tie Wrap
17 A001921-01 A/R Shorting Block, 95V
18 A001921-02 II llOV
19 A001921-03 " 220V H
20 A001921-04 •• 220V L
21 A006555-01 1 PC Board, Rectifier
22 29-053 1 Capacitor, Sprague Electrolytic 26,000 uf @15V
23 78-70501SC 1 Bracket, Capacitor Mounting Sprague #4586-48
24 72-6608 6 Screw, Sm, Pan Hd, Phil #6 x ^s Lg.
25 72-6612 8 " " " " #6 X 3/4 Lg.

26 72-6812 7 " " " " #8 X 3/4 Lg.
27 75-2820B 1 Screw, Mach., Rd Hd, Brass #8 - 32 x 1^ Lg.
28 75-918B 1 Nut, Mach, Brass, #8-32
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SCHEMATIC
SIGNAL FROM TO SIGNAL DESCRIPTION

128V H8 (pin ^^) N8 (pin 1) vertical timing signals place the window
64H L3 {pin 11) C6 (pin 5} between horizontal scan lines 232 and 240. The
128H J3 (pin 14) C6 (pin 4) horizontal timing signals place the window in

256H J3 (pin 13) N8 (pin 12) the center of the TV monitor display and makes
V BLANK J7(pin 11) N8 (pin 6) the width of the window equal to 128H.

ROADWAY SIGNALS

BDO F3 (pins 2& 4) H6 (pin 4) Data input to the vertical position read-only memory
BD1 E3 (pins 12 & 14) H6 (pin 6) (VP RAMs F16, P6). In order to write vertical

BD2 E3 (pins 2 & 4) H6 (pin 10) position data into the VP RAMs, POSV (H6, P6
BD3 F3 (pins 5 & 7) H6 (pin 12) pin 3) must be a low logic level. The address
BD4 F3 (pins 12 & 14) P6 (pin 4) input is from the outputs of demodulator P5

BD5 E3 (pins 9 & 11) P6 (pin 6) (pins 4, 7, 9, and 12). During the V BLANK period.
BD6 E3 (pins 5 & 7) P6 (pin 10) data is stored in these VP RAMs for the vertical

BD7 F3 (pins 9 & 11) P6 (pin 12) position of all the roadway pylons.

BDO F3 (pins 2 & 4) J6 (pin 4) Data bus input to the horizontal position read-only
BD1 E3 (pins 12 & 14) J6 (pin 6) memory (RAMs J6, L6). In order to write

BD2 E3 (pins 2 & 4) J6 (pin 10) horizontal position data into the RAMs, POS H
BD3 F3 (pins 5'& 7) J6(pin12) (J6, L6 pin 3) must be a low logic level. The
BD4 F3 (pins 12 & 14) L6 (pin 4) address input is from the outputs of

BD5 E3 (pins 9 & 11) L6 (pin 6) demodulator P5 (pins 4, 7, 9, and 12). During the
BD6 E3 (pins 5 & 7) L6 (pin 10) V BLANK period, data isstored in these RAMs for

BD7 F3 (pins 9 & 11) L6 (pin 12) the horizontal position of all of the roadway
pylons.

BDO F3 (pins 2 & 4) E6 (pin 4) Data bus input to the character picture read-only
BD1 E3 (pins 12 & 14) E6 (pin 6) memory (RAMs E6, M6). In order to write
BD2 E3 (pins 2 & 4) E6 (pin 10) character picture data into the RAMs, CHAR
BD3 F3 (pins 5 & 7) E6 (pin 12) must be a low logic level. The address input is

BD4 F3 (pins 12 & 14) M6 (pin 4) from the outputs of demodulator P5 (pins 4, 1 , 9,

BD5 E3 (pins 9 & 11) M6 (pin 6) and 12.) During the V BLANK period, data is

BD6 E3 (pins 5 & 7) M6 (pin 10) stored in these RAMs for the size and width
BD7 F3 (pins 9 & 11) M6 (pin 12) (character picture) of the roadway pylons.

BA4 C2 (pin 11) K7 (pin 14) Address signals BA4 and BA5 select the outputs of K7 as

BA5 C2 (pin 13) K7 (pin 13) in the following table. If at any time HVC or BR/W
HVC 12 (pin 3) K8 (pin 9)

is a low logic level, all of the outputs of K7 will be

BR/W B4 (pin 13) K8 (pin 10)
a low logic level.

BA5 BA4 Decoder K7 output ,

L L POS H
L H POS V
H L CHAR

L8 (pin 4)

H H WATCH-DOG

COMP B Composite blanking signal. During the vertical blanking

period and horizontal blanking period, this Is a low

logic level. During the horizontal scan period, this

is a high logic level.

Refer to Insert 8-1.
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Job Title
RACETRAK STEERING PCB ASSY

'^>/i !^iAf !4fi.4ieij!ir.alupn

^"^g-p/L 000607
I

sheet 1 oi 1

Drawn

Checked

Proj. Eng.

Mech, Eng.

Elec. Enc

Rev.

K

Description

Redesigned

Rev per ECN 397 5/ 28/74
Rev per ECN'457 6/:i/74
Rev per ECN 601 7/:.5/74
Rev per ECN 1531

Rev.

Apprv.

5-6-74

Rev. Description Apprv.

Item Part. No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

000614
001092
001151

11750/10-5750
11471/10- 5U71
11332/10-5332
34104 /27-101103
70006/38-2N5777
70000/34-2N3643
71008/38-ME7124

80089/79-58005
72-1212S
75-042

75-912S
003749

Qty.

1

1

Ref
2

4

2

2

2

2

2

Description

rcuit Board (E)

t

Diagram
;omp. , 75 ohm, h watt, 5%
;omp, 470 ohm, h watt, 5%
;omp, 3.3Kohm, % watt, 5%
Ceramic, .Oluf

, 2N 5777 (Photo Darlington)
2N 3643

ing Diode, I.R. ME 7124

Connector,! 10 pin, PC Mount, Amp #1-380991
Machine, Pan Head Phil, #2-56 x 3/4 Lg.
Split Lock #2

#2-56
r, Led Light Mount

Screw,

Washer
HexNut.,

Retain^
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